
 

 

Kindergarten 
Math 

AKS = Academic Knowledge and Skills: the curriculum your child will learn this year in school. 

 

Objective/AKS: Count to tell the number of objects. Count to answer "how many?" questions about 

as many as 20 things arranged in a line, a rectangular array, or a circle, or as many as 10 things in 

a scattered configuration; given a number from 1-20, count out that many objects; identify and be 

able to count pennies within 20 (use pennies as manipulatives in multiple mathematical contexts). 

 

 
This means… 

I can count objects to less than 20 by ones and tell 

how many. 

I can count objects that are in a line, in a 

rectangle, in a circle, or even scattered. 

 

 

This looks like… 

The child will count to 20, starting at any number less 

than 20.  

The child will touch and count objects in different 

arrangements. 

In this range the child reads and writes numerals and 

represents a number of objects with a written numeral. 

Activity Title: Counting at home LEVEL: Proficient 

Materials needed: reach out to your child’s teacher for materials, if necessary. 

● Bowl of counters (items that can be picked up and counted one at a time). Any manipulative 

available at home that can be easily counted: crackers, bow tie pasta, crayons, pennies, cereal, etc.  

                            

Digital Math Manipulatives:  Bears    Coins     Color tiles 

Directions:  

1. Read aloud for your child: “Angel had a bowl of crackers. His friend asked him to pick 8 of them. 

Help Angel count 8 goldfish.”  

2. Think aloud, “I am going to use counters to help me think through what Angel should do. I know 

that Angel will need to pour out his counters so that he can count out 8 of them.” 

 

 

 

 

A K S = Academic Knowledge and Skills: the curriculum your child will learn this year in school.

Objective/A K S: Count to tell the number of objects. Count to answer "how many?" questions about as many 
as 20 things arranged in a line, a rectangular array, or a circle, or as many as 10 things in a scattered 
configuration; given a number from 1-20, count out that many objects; identify and be able to count 
pennies within 20 (use pennies as manipulatives in multiple mathematical contexts).

https://apps.mathlearningcenter.org/money-pieces/
http://www.glencoe.com/sites/common_assets/mathematics/ebook_assets/vmf/VMF-Interface.html
http://www.didax.com/apps/color-tiles/
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3. I know that once I pour out my counters, I will need to line them up to help me count them. (You 

pour out counters and begin lining them up to count them with your child) 

  

4. I’m going to touch each counter as I count so that I can know that I counted it. 

One…two…three…four…five…six…seven…eight. I have eight counters. I know this because I 

lined them up and I touched and counted each one. 

  

 

5.  So to help Angel…(ask your child to do this, just like Angel would) I will have him pour out his 

counters, line them up and then touch count each one as he counts until he gets to eight.  

 

6. Lastly, use the same crackers and place them in a circle. Ask your child to count the crackers 

now. Ask, “Did the amount change?” Repeat with a rectangular array and then scattered. Your 

child should notice that the arrangement changed, but the amount did not. Continue with different 

objects and numbers to 20 through the nine weeks. 

. 
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If the activity is too hard, try this:  

1. Practice counting numbers from 1 - 5 first. You show a set of objects and ask your child to 

answer the question, “How many?” For example: 

You place five crackers in a line and ask, “How many? Ask your child to count each cracker and 

tell you the total number of crackers. 

 

2. Use a number line while counting out objects.                                                                                                                        

3. Use a tens frame while counting out objects. 

   

 

If the activity is too easy, try this:  

1. Using pennies make the arrangement below. Our goal is to count pennies by staying where you 

start and then touching and counting each penny while saying the number as you touch and count. 

The picture below shows pennies given to Mary and Jose.  

 

2. You ask, “Who has 11 pennies? I know in order to count these pennies; I will need to mark a 

starting point on one of the pennies. I am going to do that first. I will start by counting Mary’s 

pennies.” 
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3. Touch with your finger the first penny to know where you started. Then say, “I think it will be 

easier to count from left to right like I read” and count aloud with the child.  

 

4. Point at and count each penny starting with Mary’s first penny) 

One…two…three…four…five…six…seven…eight. Then, stop at eight and say… “this tells me 

that Mary has eight pennies so I know she doesn’t have 11 pennies. Just to be sure I am going to 

count Jose’s pennies to see if he has 11 pennies. I know in order to count these pennies; I will 

need to mark a starting point on one of the pennies. I am going to do that first.” 

 

5. Pointing at the first penny, say, “I think it will be easier to count from left to right like I read. I 

am going to touch each penny as I count aloud.” (point and count each penny starting with Jose’s 

first penny) “One… two…three…four…five…six…seven…eight…nine…ten…eleven. I stopped at 

eleven… that tells me that Jose has eleven pennies.”  

 

6. You can also increase the amounts to a number more than 20. Students can be given a pile of 

objects and asked to count out a number more than 20.  Ex: “I have a pile of nickels. Can you 

count out 22 of them?” Repeat this process with different objects and numbers greater than 20. 
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If the activity is just right, try this:  

1. I want to teach you how to count objects presented on a page by marking where we start and 

then touching and counting each object while saying the number as we touch and count and 

then writing the number counted. Mathematicians do this to help them count items presented 

on a page and to record how many. 

 

2. You will think aloud …” Let’s look at this picture. These are the crayons at Bella’s table in 

art class.”  

  

 

3. Bella counted 16 crayons in all. Leilani counted 13 crayons. Who is correct? Bella or Leilani? 

“I know in order to count these crayons; I will need to mark a starting point on one of the 

crayons. I am going to do that first. I am going to put a dot on the first crayon to let me know 

where I started. I think it will be easier to count from left to right like I read.” 

 

 

 

4. (Point at and count each crayon starting with the leftmost box of crayons)  

“One…two…three…four…five…six…seven…eight…nine…ten…eleven…twelve…thirteen… 

fourteen…fifteen… Sixteen. I stopped at sixteen… that tells me that there are sixteen crayons 

on the table. I can write 16 to show the number of crayons I counted.” (You can write the 

number 16 next to the crayons’ picture) “Bella is correct. There are 16 crayons on the 

table.”  

5. Continue to present examples to students in which they have to determine who is correct. Ex: 

Place a small group of buttons in a circle on the table and say, “I thinks there are 19 buttons. 

Do you think I am correct? Why or why not?”   Repeat with different arrangements and 

numbers from 11-20.  


